
CONNECTIVITY
ColoHouse is home to a variety of  leading telecommunication carriers around the word. With on-net 

access to more than 20 Tier-1 and Tier-2 carriers, ColoHouse Miami offers clients with U.S., South 

American or Caribbean networking needs a redundant, secure home for their IT infrastructure that 

easily connects to their desired users globally.

Their decision to locate infrastructure at ColoHouse is driven by the scalable connectivity 

arrangements that are required to deliver a seamless, global telecom network. Carriers have access 

to a wealth of ColoHouse services and may also establish strategic partnerships with a number of 

value added service providers located within our facility.

PEERING EXCHANGES

ColoHouse partners with 
Florida’s top internet exchange, 
FL-IX – offering clients 
interconnectivity and peering 
options within our data center. 
FL-IX allows quick, cost-effective 
and easy exchange of IP traffic. 
Utilizing stable peering 
infrastructure, ColoHouse
connects customers with 
hundreds of users globally.

CROSS CONNECTS

ColoHouse offers single 
connections for traditional 
connectivity and fully-
redundant connections for 
mission-critical applications. Our 
cross connect products provide 
access to an ecosystem of 
customer networks, facilitating 
traffic exchange, network 
resiliency and robust 
connectivity

MEET-ME-ROOM

ColoHouse’s in-house Meet-Me-
Room guarantees direct access 
to a range of top-tier carriers 
that offer low latency, 
consistently high performing 
networks with no additional 
points of failure. This ensures 
that your applications have 
peak connectivity and that 
your business without sacrificing 
choices for bandwidth.

ColoHouse partners with 
Florida’s top internet 
exchange, FL-IX – offering 
clients interconnectivity and 
peering options within our 
data center. FL-IX allows 
quick, cost-effective and 
easy exchange of IP traffic. 
Utilizing stable peering 
infrastructure, ColoHouse
connects customers with 
hundreds of users globally.

ColoHouse offers single 
connections to deliver your 
key business applications. 
Our cross connect products 
provide access to an 
ecosystem of customer 
networks that facilitate traffic 
exchange and network 
resiliency. We provide 
extended access for your 
specific colocation 
requirements.

ColoHouse’s in-house Meet-
Me-Room guarantees direct 
access to a range of top-tier 
carriers that offer low 
latency, consistently high 
performing networks with no 
additional points of failure. 
This ensures that your 
applications have peak 
connectivity and that your 
business without sacrificing 
choices for bandwidth.


